
 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2017/1515/F CASE OFFICER Donna Smith

LOCATION: ATTLEBOROUGH APPNTYPE: Full
Attleborough Post Office,High Street POLICY: In Settlemnt Bndry
Attleborough ALLOCATION: N

CONS AREA: Y

APPLICANT: The Amari Group
18 Eaton Street Eaton

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Architectural Design and Plann
73 Yarmouth Road Thorpe St Andrew

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Demolition of existing/disused single storey sorting office building to rear of existing street
facing post office building.
Construction of new residential development to include 5 no. 2 bedroom apartments and 5
no. 1 bedroom apartments, with both private and communal
amenity areas

KEY ISSUES

Principle of sustainable development
Impact on the Conservation Area
Impact on amenity
Trees
Historic Environment
Accessibility
Conclusions

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

The proposal seeks planning permission for the demolition of an existing single storey sorting office building
to rear of existing post office building fronting High Street and the construction of a new three storey
residential development to include 5 x 2 bedroom apartments and 5 x.1 bedroom apartments, with both
private and communal amenity areas on a site area of 0.10ha.

SITE AND LOCATION

The site is located within Attleborough Town Centre on the junction of High Street and London Road.
Attleborough is the third largest town in the District serving as a service centre and a focus for retail and
employment. Surrounding uses are retail and commercial and include a mix of Sainsbury's Super Market to
the west, Ming's Chinese Takeaway to the south and a variety of retail outlets, inclusive of Dogs Trust and
Ry's Bar and Grill to the east. The site is located within a designated Conservation Area.
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EIA REQUIRED

No.

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

3PL/2016/0782/F Withdrawn - Residential development of 10 flats and demolition of sorting office  23-09-16.

3PL/2017/0004/F - Refused -  Residential development of 10 flats 03-05-17

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies and the
adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance  have also been taken into account, where appropriate

CP.07 Town Centres
CP.09 Pollution and Waste
CP.11 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
CP.13 Accessibility
DC.01 Protection of Amenity
DC.09 Proposals for Town Centre Uses
DC.12 Trees and Landscape
DC.16 Design
DC.17 Historic Environment
DC.19 Parking Provision
LBC Planning(Listed Building & Conservation Areas) Act 1990
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
SS1 Spatial Strategy

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not applicable

CONSULTATIONS

ATTLEBOROUGH TC
Object to the proposal on the basis a proposal without car parking is unacceptable, considered the proposal
to be overdevelopment and had concerns regarding the access and delivery management of the site.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS CONSULTANT
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It is confirmed that the amended elevational proposals under Revision C are as per on-going discussions
with the applicants agent, therefore, no further comment on design. The proposed palette of materials for the
external envelope will either need to be fully specified or subject to conditional approval.
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
The proposal has been amended to provide 6 No 2-bedroom flats, 4 No 1- bedroom flats. The proposal
includes no on-site car parking provision but given the Town Centre location, together the site's proximity to a
range of essential services and public transport provision, I would not wish to raise a highway objection in
this respect alone in particular as 25 secure cycle parking spaces have been included . If your Authority is
minded to grant approval please include the following conditions:- SHC 09 variation Prior to the
commencement of the development hereby approved the access located at the north eastern extremity of
the site shall be suitably and permanently closed. Reason: In the interests of highway safety. SHC 24 Prior to
the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the proposed cycle parking area shown on Drawing
017/35/0001 Rev B shall be provided in accordance with the approved plan and retained thereafter available
for that specific use. Reason: To ensure the permanent availability of the cycle parking area, in the interests
of highway safety. SHC 28 Development shall not commence until a scheme detailing provision for on site
parking for construction workers and for the delivery and storage of construction materials for the duration of
the construction period has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
scheme shall be implemented throughout the construction period. Reason: To ensure adequate off-street
parking during construction in the interests of highway safety.
CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER
No objection subject to conditions.
TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT
I have concerns over the proximity of the tree which is subject to TPO to the proposed dwellings. As a Horse
Chestnut there are the obvious problems with seasonal nuisance, falling conkers, leaves, shading as well as
apprehension from future occupants is likely to result in justifiable requests for harmful heavy pruning or
removal of the tree which would be difficult for the council to refuse.
HOUSING ENABLING OFFICER
Confirmed that the proposal did not trigger policy DC4. Requested condition be applied to restrict the
floorspace to below 1,000sqm.
ANGLIAN WATER SERVICE
No objection.
FLOOD & WATER MANAGEMENT TEAM
Officers have screened this application and it falls below our current threshold for providing detailed
comment. This is because the proposal is for less than 100 dwellings or 2 ha in size and is not within a
surface water flow path as defined by Environment Agency mapping.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS
I have looked at this application and, based on the information provided to me at this time and should like to
make the following comments: This site is fronted by commercial units/ post office with an electricity
substation to the right (looking at the site from the High Street) and the car park / petrol station, Sainsburys'
supermarket to the left and the telephone exchange to the rear. It should also be noted that there is a
standby generator at the telephone exchange which cuts in when there is a power outage at the site which
has a large air intake and exhaust both of which could cause disturbance to the proposed residential flats
There is significant traffic passing the site from the Sainsburys car park and the access drive into the
telephone exchange site to the rear, which passes down and shares the access down the side of the
proposal site. This application does not have any supporting information relating to noise impacts to the site
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however in a previous application a noise impact assessment was provided which advised that mitigation
measures to limit the impact of noise were required to protect the proposed flats. With the correct
assessment and specification noise levels within the flats can be reduced to acceptable levels however noise
will be audible above normal criteria with windows open or within the external amenity areas, simply due to
the activities and vehicle movements that occur in this urban setting. The BT emergency standby generator
was investigated by a noise consultant and found to operate rarely / tested a couple of times a year. In this
regard whilst noise might impact the flats from this source this appears to be very infrequent. A 1.8m tall
acoustic fence was suggested in the past to border the external amenity areas and shield the ground floor
flats from the electricity substation which I consider would be a reasonable mitigation measure to protect the
amenity area. If committee is minded to approve the application I would recommend the following conditions:
1) Prior to commencement of the development a scheme for protecting the proposed residential development
from noise from traffic accessing the adjacent commercial sites shall be submitted and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall include protection to amenity and garden areas and should
not rely on the requirement to close windows. All works which form part of the scheme shall be completed
before any part of the residential development is occupied. Reason for condition:- In the interest of the
amenities of future occupants 2) All construction and demolition works to be carried out in accordance with
the guidance provided in Breckland Council Information leaflet, 'Construction and demolition works -
Guidance for contractors and developers' .

PRINCIPAL PLANNER MINERAL & WASTE POLICY No Comments Received

REPRESENTATIONS

Four letters of objection were received raising the main points of objection:

No parking
Inconsistent plans
Implications regarding refuse collection
Issues surrounding access and delivery.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0Principle of sustainable development

1.1The presumption in favour of sustainable development is set out in paragraphs 7 and 14 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Paragraph 7 states there are three dimensions to sustainable
development, economic, social and environmental which cannot be undertaken in isolation. Paragraph 137 of
the National Planning Policy Framework states that local authorities should look for opportunities for new
development within Conservation Areas to enhance or better reveal their significance. Proposals that
preserve those elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to or better reveal the significance of
the asset should be treated favourably.

1.2Policy SS1 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document
(2009) defines Attleborough as a Market Town for substantial growth. Attleborough is intended to be a major
focus for employment and residential growth and has the potential for further expansion. Furthermore, Policy
DC9 reiterates development proposals within the defined town centres will be supported where they
represent the best opportunity to bring forward sites identified for redevelopment and improve the town
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centre environment.

1.3It is also prudent to give weight to policy DC2 which reiterates that the design and layout of new housing
proposals should optimise the density of the development to a level which is acceptable for the locality. All
residential proposals will secure an appropriate mix of dwelling size, type and tenure in order to meet the
needs of Breckland's citizens and create sustainable communities.

1.4 The site lies within the Attleborough Settlement Boundary and as such the principle of development is in
accordance with Policy DC02 of the Breckland adopted Core Strategy and the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF).

1.5The development proposes the construction of 5 no. 2 bedroom apartments and 5 no. 1 bedroom
apartments, with both private and communal amenity areas. The proposal is car free and located within the
defined town centre of Attleborough, consequently, residents would have adequate access to public transport
and opportunities for walking and cycling to local amenities and shops.

1.6 The proposal is considered to be in a sustainable location with good accessibility to public transport and
infrastructure to support walking and cycling. It is noted the Parish Council objected to the scheme on the
basis that no car parking is proposed. However, given the sites location within the town centre, with adequate
access to public transport, walking and cycling, this is considered acceptable.

2.0 Impact on character and appearance

2.1 The proposal is three storey split level residential building with a mono pitched roof and associated
balconies to the east and west elevations. Materials include composite roof panels to the roof, facing
brickwork to match the post office building alongside timber deck panels to the terrace, vertically hung
Western Red Cedar walls and low level engineering brick work plinth to match the adjacent Post Office
Building.

2.2 The application site is located within the town centre and settlement boundary with an existing office
building on site which is proposed to be demolished. To the south of the site is Attleborough Post Office,
which is a three storey brick building and considered a prominent feature within the wider context of the
Conservation Area. The existing building on site is a single storey attractive structure, currently used as the
Post Office Sorting Office.

2.3 The proposal has materially changed from previous application 3PL/2017/0004/F in both size, scale and
design. The design of the proposal has changed significantly over its lifetime. The applicant has worked
positively and proactively to create uniformity in design within the surrounding Conservation Area, to ensure
the proposal, when viewed in context with the existing post office building, would appear subservient. The
Conservation Area benefits from pitched roofs, uniform window fenestration and linear street frontage. The
buildings within the Conservation Area also benefit from a similar scale and massing, generating a positive
aesthetic and uniformity in design, which this revised proposal would respect.

2.4 Any decisions relating to listed buildings and their settings and conservation areas must address the
statutory considerations of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as well as
satisfying the relevant policies within the National Planning Policy Framework and the Development Plan.

2.5 The applicant has stated within their supporting design and access statement at point 3.4 that the sorting
office has no intrinsic merit to the street scene or to the historic, social or community value of the main post
office building. The site is located within a Conservation Area, therefore is given significant protection in
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terms of its historic merit.

2.6 The overall design of the proposal, has been amended to appear subservient and uniform when viewed
within the context of the adjacent Post Office Building. It is considered, the redevelopment of this site would
eliminate an eyesore from the town centre, generating an appropriate use within the town centre, close to
amenities and services. The proposal is not considered to be inappropriate and unsympathetically designed
form of development and, by consequence is considered to meet the parameters of policy 131 of the NPPF
and local plan policy DC17.

3.0 Impact on amenity

3.1 The proposal by virtue of its scale and mass would appear subservient and would be in keeping with the
established urban grain of Attleborough Town Centre and the Conservation Area to which it partially sits
within. Furthermore, it is considered when viewed within the context of the surrounding street scene, the
mono pitched roof, scale and materials chosen would reduce any domineering or overshadowing presence. It
is considered the proposal would preserve the visual appearance of the Conservation Area and gives due
regard to the parameters of policy DC1 of the Adopted Local Plan (2009).

3.2 The Environmental Health Officer was consulted on the application and had no objections to the proposal
subject to conditions in respect of noise management for the apartments inclusive of detail and specification
of noise levels within the apartments. In addition, a 1.8m close boarded fence would be required to the
amenity areas for the apartments to ensure there are no negative amenity implications, this would be
secured via a boundary treatment condition. On this basis, the application is considered to have given due
regard to the parameters of policy DC1.

4.0 Impact on trees

4.1 The Tree Officer considered the proposal and stated that the supplied tree protection drawing did not
appear to be based on the information contained within the supplied report. The RPA radius has been
identified as 8.5m, the supplied TPP shows an fence line positioned 3.5 metres from the tree with no ground
protection. Regardless of the tree protection measures proposed, the tree officer did express concerns over
the proximity of the tree which is subject to TPO to the proposed dwellings.

4.2 Policy DC12 states that any development that would result in the loss of or the deterioration in the quality
or protected trees and hedgerows will not normally be permitted. In exceptional circumstances where the
benefit of the development is considered to outweigh the benefit of preserving natural features, development
will be permitted. In this instance it is considered the benefits of the proposal, in respect of regenerating a
disused site, the contribution to the overall housing land supply within the district and providing an active
frontage to a current eyesore within the town centre would outweigh the negatives and potential loss of the
protected tree. The proposal is considered to accord with policy DC12.

5.0 Affordable Housing

5.1 The Housing Enabling Officer reviewed the application and highlighted that he proposal would not trigger
policy DC04 and affordable housing provision was not required.

6.0 Heritage Assets

6.1 The Historic Buildings Officer has reviewed the proposal and considered that the partial demolition of the
building within the Conservation Area was considered acceptable. The applicant has worked positively and
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proactively with the Historic Buildings Officer and the Local Authority to design an acceptable scheme which
would appear subservient to the adjacent Post Office Building, Telephone Exchange and Sainsbury's PFS
which are amongst the tallest structures within the town with the Post Office building being tallest of the
three.

6.2 The proposed block of flats would be sited to the immediate north west of the post office, fronting the
Sainsbury s car park, facing south west and would be visually prominent from the
remainder of the public realm within the conservation area. The Historic Building Officer initially considered
that the overall scale of the proposal should be reduced, ideally so that the overall height of the proposed
block is comparable to that of the rear wall plate of the post office.

6.3 The Conservation Area benefits from pitched roofs, uniform window fenestration and linear street
frontage. The applicant has amended the design of the proposal following discussion with the Historic
Buildings Officer who considers the final design as shown on drawings 0170/C and 0171/C as acceptable,
subject to a condition in respect of materials samples and details.

6.4 By virtue, it is considered the proposal would preserve the established urban grain of the surrounding
conservation area and would not appear obtrusive when seen within the context of other buildings within the
Conservation Area, which benefit from a similar scale and massing and design. On the basis of the amended
design, it is considered that the proposal would not displace  emphasis away from the adjacent Post Office
building, of which is an established and prominent feature and building within the Conservation Area.

6.5 The applicant has fully considered the location of the proposal which sits partially within the established
Attleborough Conservation Area, and given due regard to the parameters of policy DC16 and DC17 of the
Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document (2009).

7.0 Accessibility

7.1 The proposal includes no on-site car parking provision but given the Town Centre location, together the
site's proximity to a range of essential services and public transport provision, the Highways Officer did would
not wish to raise a highway objection in this respect alone in particular as 25 secure cycle parking spaces
were proposed. Highways had no objection to the proposal subject to appropriate conditions.

8.0 Other matters

8.1 The Environmental Health Officer reviewed the proposal and stated that should the application be
recommended approval, this should be subject to appropriate conditions surrounding noise management,
and demolition in accordance with the Breckland Council Information Leaflet - Construction and demolition
works - Guidance for contractors and developers.

8.2 The Parish Council were consulted on the proposal and objected to the proposal on the basis there is no
car parking proposed, over development of the site and out of context. Norfolk County Council Highways had
no objection to the proposal on the basis of no car parking and the applicant has worked closely with the
Historic Buildings Officer and officers to produce an in keeping and complimentary design which is
subservient to that of the adjacent post office building, and more in keeping preserving the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area in accordance with policies DC16 and DC17 of the Adopted Local Plan
(2009).

8.0 Conclusions
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8.1 It is considered that following the material changes in design and layout of the proposal the erection of
the proposal would adhere to the parameters of paragraph 64 of the National Planning Policy Framework
and DC1, DC16 and DC17 of the adopted Core Strategy and Development control Policies Development
Plan Document (2009).

8.2 The proposal is considered to preserve the characteristics of the Conservation Area and would not
appear obtrusive within the context of the surrounding built form. By consequence, the proposal is
considered to adhere to the criteria as set out in paragraph 131 of the NPPF and the parameters of policies
DC16 and DC17 of the adopted local plan.

8.3 The applicant has worked positively and proactively with the Local Authority to produce a design which is
materially different and of a lesser scale and mass than that of the design and layout from previous proposal
3PL/2017/0004/F which was consequently refused.

8.4 In light of this assessment, the proposal is considered to be located in a sustainable location and,
following amendments to the overall scale, mass and design of the proposal, is considered to have given due
regard to policies DC1, DC16 and DC17 of the Adopted Local Plan (2009).The application is recommended
for approval subject to conditions.

RECOMMENDATION Planning Permission

CONDITIONS

1 Full Permission Time Limit (2 years)
The development must be begun not later than the expiration of TWO YEARS beginning
with the date of this permission.
Reason for condition:-
As required by section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and to
ensure the deliverability of the scheme to contribute to the five year housing land supply.

2 In accordance with submitted plans NEW 2017
The development must be carried out in strict accordance with the application form, and
approved documents and drawings as set out in the table at the end of this notice.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site.

3 External materials and samples to be approved
Prior to the commencement of any works above slab level details and samples of all external
materials to be used shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, and this condition shall apply notwithstanding any indication as to these matters
which have been given in the current application.  Only such agreed materials shall be used
in connection with this approval.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC 1,
DC 16  and DC 17  of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies
Development Plan Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

4 Landscaping - details and implementation
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Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted a scheme of landscaping which
shall take account of any existing trees or hedges on the site, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be carried
out during the planting season November/March immediately following the commencement
of the development, or within such longer period as may be agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority. The details shall take account of the Council's leaflet "Tree pack"
(Landscaping advice for applicants).  Any trees or plants which within a period of 5 (five)
years from the completion of the landscaping scheme die, are removed or become seriously
damaged or diseased shall be replaced during the next planting season with others of the
same size and species unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any
variation.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC 12
of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan
Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

5 Hardlandscaping - details and completion
Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted details of  the hard landscaping
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  Such
approved works shall be completed in all respects before the occupation of the development
hereby permitted and thereafter retained.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC01
and DC16 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development
Plan Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

6 Contaminated Land - Unexpected
Contamination
In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved
development that was not previously identified it must be reported in writing immediately to
the Local Planning Authority. An investigation and risk assessment must be undertaken in
accordance with details to be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.  Where
remediation is necessary, a remediation scheme must be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.  Following completion of measures identified in the
approved remediation scheme a verification report shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property and
ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors.
This condition is imposed in accordance with CP9 of the Breckland Adopted Core Strategy.
This condition will require to be discharged

7 Contaminated Land - Site
Investigation/Remediation
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the following details shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the development
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hereby approved:
A.  Site Investigation
A site investigation and risk assessment to determine the nature and extent of any
contamination on the site, whether or not it originates on the site.  The investigation and risk
assessment must be undertaken by competent persons and a written report of the findings
must be produced. The report of the findings must include: (i) a survey of the extent, scale
and nature of contamination; (ii) an assessment of the potential risks to: human health,
property (existing or proposed) including buildings, crops, livestock, pets, woodland and
service lines and pipes, adjoining land, groundwaters and surface waters, ecological
systems, archaeological sites and ancient monuments; (iii) an appraisal of remedial options,
and proposal of the preferred option(s).
B.  Remediation Scheme
A detailed remediation scheme to bring the site to a condition suitable for the intended use
by removing unacceptable risks to human health, buildings and other property and the
natural and historical environment.  The scheme must include all works to be undertaken,
proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria, timetable of works and site
management procedures. The scheme must ensure that the site will not qualify as
contaminated land under Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in relation to the
intended use of the land after remediation.
C. Implementation of Approved Remediation Scheme
The approved remediation scheme must be carried out in accordance with its terms prior to
the commencement of development, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The Local Planning Authority must be given two weeks written
notification of commencement of the remediation scheme works.
Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation scheme, a
verification report (referred to in PPS23 as a validation report) that demonstrates the
effectiveness of the remediation carried out must be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
The above must be conducted in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency's
'Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR 11'.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property and
ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors.
INFORMATIVE:-
Land contamination risk assessment is a step-by-step process.  During the course of the risk
assessment process set out in the above condition, it may become clear that no further work
is necessary to address land contamination risks.  Where this is the case the condition may
be discharged by the Council without all the steps specified being completed.  In all cases
written confirmation should be obtained from the Council confirming that the requirements of
the condition have been met.
This condition will require to be discharged

8 Existing access - closure
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved the access located at the
north eastern extremity of the site shall be suitably and permanently closed.

Reason for condition: In the interests of highway safety.
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9 Provision of parking and servicing - when shown
on plan
Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the proposed cycle parking
area shown on Drawing 017/35/0001 Rev B shall be provided in accordance with the
approved plan and retained thereafter available for that specific use.

Reason for condition: To ensure the permanent availability of the cycle parking area, in the
interests of highway safety.

10 Construction traffic (parking)
Development shall not commence until a scheme detailing provision for on site parking for
construction workers and for the delivery and storage of construction materials for the
duration of the construction period has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall be implemented throughout the construction
period.

Reason for condition: To ensure adequate off-street parking during construction in the
interests of highway safety.
This condition will require to be discharged

11 Noise Management
Prior to commencement of the development a scheme for protecting the proposed
residential development from noise from traffic accessing the adjacent commercial sites
shall be submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme
shall include protection to amenity and garden areas and should not rely on the requirement
to close windows. All works which form part of the scheme shall be completed before any
part of the residential development is
occupied.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of the amenities of future occupants in accordance with policy DC1 of the
Adopted Local Plan (2009).

12 Boundary treatment/screening to be agreed
Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted a plan indicating the positions,
design, materials and type of boundary treatment/screening to be erected inclusive of the
1.8m close boarded fence to boarder the external amenity areas shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The boundary treatment/screening shall
be completed before the apartments are first occupied].  Development shall be carried out in
its entirety in accordance with the approved details.

Reason for condition:-
In the interests of the satisfactory appearance of the development in accordance with policy
DC 16 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan
Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

16 Demolition note
All construction and demolition works to be carried out in accordance with the guidance
provided in Breckland Council Information leaflet, 'Construction and demolition works -
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Guidance for contractors and developers.'
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